3/11/2016 Jeff Chimileski, Greene Rod and Gun Club 50 Yard range.
G = drain

Presently A is 52 inches
higher than G. Measured:
(30 foot run with 11 foot
(132") rise to top of berm,
then 11 foot 7 inch run with
6 foot 8 inch (80 inch) drop
to A from top of berm.
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Trench through the side berm from A toward G to lay a 20 foot long, 12 inch diameter sluice pipe. Pipe to
have pitch 1/8 inch per foot from A toward G. Bottom of trench at A to be about 6 inches higher than G
(excavate for trench, 46 inches below present A). Pipe to be back filled with 6" to 12" layer of cobble stone.

Presently B is 42 inches higher than A.
With 41 foot run, present slope is 1.02
inches per foot.

(this is where I get confused...) In order to have a fabric lined french drain trench from B to A with a 4 inch
pipe and covered with stone, the final surface at A to be 12 inches above the bottom of the 12 inch pipe.

Future surface slope from B toward A to
be 0.4 to 0.26 inches per foot (nominal
0.33) Future surface B to be 10.5 to 16.5
inches higher than A. (nominal 13.5)

Future A surface will be 34 inches lower than present surface A. Assuming 45 degree side berm slope, this
will make the pit 3 feet narrower on the left side.
Start of trench at B to be 24" wide and 24" deep, then taper down to a depth of 12" at A, so that the bottom
of the 4 inch pipe will be even with the bottom of the 12" pipe. I think we need a "bird bath" bowl around the
entrance to the pipe at A?? This way, the opening of the pipe can be seen from directly above, but will not
be seen from the firing line (ie, won't be struck by bullets) Should the pipe from B to A be 8 inch or 10 inch
diameter?
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Future B surface will be lower than
present B surface by 62.5 inches.
Assuming 45 degree side slope, this will
make the pit width narrower by 5 feet on
the right side. Combined with the left side
becoming 3 feet narrower, final estimated
pit width will be 33 feet. (Future 11 yards
wide, vs. present 13.5 yards wide )
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Presently A is 16.5 inches higher
than C.
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When A is excavated down by 34
inches, and C remains unchanged,
Future A will be lower than C by 17.5
inches. The resulting slope will be
0.23 inches per foot.

Pit 3
30 yard
pistol
range

Fabric lined, stone filled
french drain with 4"
perforated pipe from D
to B. 24 inches wide,
24 inches deep.
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Scale 1/4 inch = 3.73 ft

"
Presently D is 26 inches higher than
C. Distance C to D is 43 feet. Present
slope/pitch is 0.60 inches per foot.
To adjust this slope to 0.4 to 0.26
inches per foot (nominal 0.33), Future
D will be 11.25 to 17.25 higher than C
(nominal 14.25"). Excavate D down by
12 inches.

Pit 2
50 yard
range
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Move all three layers of 8 foot (qty 17) and 4
foot blocks (qty 2) from left side of pit 3 to the
right side of pit 2, 50 yard range.
Fabric lined, stone filled
french drain with 4"
perforated pipe from D
to F.
24 inches wide, 24
inches deep starting at
D, But where will it go
from F? Continue 24"
wide and 24" deep
from F to E? Directly in
front of the rectangle
reserved for future
shooting shelter?

Construct dirt berm where blocks were
removed to extend the present dirt berm.
Plan A: 40' x 8' wall would require 8' qty 18
and 4' qty 4
Plan B: 32' x 10' wall would require 8' qty 18
and 4' qty 4
(take one 8' block and one 4' block from each
of the other two walls, use the extra 8' block as
a parking barrier/sitting bench)

The end result is a complete 50 yard berm
such that a person can stand at the left hand
side of pit 3 and not be able to see someone
shooting from 50 yard bench in pit 2.
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Presently F is 2 inches lower than D.
Since D will be excavated down by 12
inches, I would say excavate F down
by 14 to 16 inches to make a flat
surface to move the block wall onto.
E is presently 46 inches below F
E is presently 22 inches below C
E is a strange corner.
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The left edge of the
pistol range between
C and E will remain
mostly/virtually
unchanged.
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This area resrved for
future shelter for
shooting benches

